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s has been widely reported, there's a "man bites dog" story out of
the Middle East lately: Some Arab capitals have pinned blame for

the current Arab-Israeli war on Hezbollah, Hamas, and, ultimately, Iran-
-rather than on their usual bête noire, Israel. A Saudi government
statement decried the kidnapping of Israeli soldiers by Islamist groups as
"uncalculated adventures," and Saudi Foreign Minister Prince Saud Al
Faisal slammed Hezbollah for "unexpected, inappropriate, and
irresponsible acts." Egypt's president and Jordan's king jointly criticized
Hezbollah, lamenting that the region had been "dragged along by an
adventurism that does not serve the interests of Arab affairs." Lebanese
politician Walid Jumblatt blamed Iran outright: "The war is no longer
Lebanon's. ... [I]t is an Iranian war." And the editor of Arab Times, a
Kuwaiti newspaper, went so far as to voice support for the Israeli
military response: "Unfortunately we must admit that in such a war, the
only way to get rid of 'these irregular phenomena' is what Israel is
doing."

What explains this sudden Arab reluctance to close ranks with Muslim
fighters? One prevalent theory, espoused by Michael Rubin in
Wednesday's Wall Street Journal, blames old-fashioned Sunni
chauvinism for the discomfort with an emboldened, Shia-dominated
Hezbollah and Iran. "Forced to make a choice," Rubin wrote, "Sunni
Arabs are deciding: The Jews are cousins; the Shi'ites, strangers." That
view was echoed this week by TNR's editors: "The Sunni societies in the
Middle East have taken notice of the Shia arousal that Iran (and
Hezbollah) represents. ... Nothing else can explain the Saudi empathy
for Israel in this war."

To be sure, it would be unwise to downplay the relevance of sectarian
tensions in any Middle Eastern conflict. But there is another possible
explanation for the unusual stance of Arab governments, and it may be
useful in helping Western policymakers figure out how to navigate this
crisis: The odd man out among Arab elites isn't Iran--which was never
"in" to begin with--but Syria. Several Arab leaders share a desire to cut
off Syria from Lebanon once and for all. They view this goal as a
realistic outcome of the present war, and as such, will probably do little
to block the Israeli campaign as long as this goal is being served. If, on
the other hand, Western diplomats press for a Syrian-backed solution to
the conflict, Arab leaders are likely to revise their attitudes--and
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withdraw the valuable political cover they have provided for a war
against Islamist terrorism.

or those who
attribute Arab

leaders' condemnation
of Hezbollah and Iran
mainly to a primordial
distrust of Shia power,
there's a noisy,
inconvenient fact on
busy streets and TV
squawk boxes in every
Middle Eastern capital:
the overwhelming
solidarity with
Hezbollah of the Sunni
Arab masses. I've been
glued to Al Jazeera the
past few days, and let
me tell you, a large contingent of Arab nationalists and Sunni Islamists
alike have no particular beef with Shiism lately. On the contrary, they
fault Arab governments for shirking their duty to join Shia Hezbollah
and Iran in fighting Israel. As the Lebanese death toll increases, this
sentiment stands only to be solidified by the mass broadcast images of
Arab blood. To insist that a bias against Shia power drives Arab leaders
tacitly to support Israel is to impute a higher degree of sectarian
chauvinism to Arab autocrats than one finds in their societies. In several
countries, the opposite is probably the case: The Saudi monarch and his
large extended family, for example, are among the more cosmopolitan
elements in a traditional, religiously conservative society.

Moreover, since Michael Rubin pronounced Sunni Arabs to have chosen
their "Jewish cousins" over Shias, some Arab elites have confounded
this view by calling on Iran to help resolve the present conflict. On
Wednesday, for example, Saudi Foreign Minister Faisal denied having
blamed Iran and asserted, "If there is an intervention, particularly a non-
Arab one--by Iran--then that would be good." A concession to pan-
Islamic public opinion? Perhaps. Evidence that the Saudi government
fears Iran and its many proxies too much to stand by its earlier
condemnation of them? If you like. But there may also be a logic to
these expressions that has less to do with inter-Muslim politics and more
to do with inter-Arab politics.

In the days and weeks leading up to the present war, there has been a
prominent bogeyman in the Arabic press besides Israel or Iran. It's Syria:
the Arab regime most directly responsible for Lebanon's instability. In
the many publications owned and micromanaged by Saudi Arabia,
Syrian dirty laundry has lately been aired to an extraordinary degree. Al
Arabiya's website, for example, recently printed an exchange between a
columnist for the Syrian government daily Al Thawra and a Syrian
refusenik now behind bars in Damascus. The decision to print the
dissident's letter in itself was a grave offense to the Syrian government.
Moreover, the two writers' back-and-forth laid bare a world of anti-
Syrian intrigue: alleged meetings in Beirut and Cyprus between
prominent Lebanese politicians and Syrian opposition groups geared
toward destabilizing the Assad regime; charges of Syrian pay-offs to
Lebanese public figures, dubbed "political prostitution" by the dissident.
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All these allegations reflect a broader reality: Syria's continued
insistence on dominating Lebanese affairs, by way of the politicians it
controls and the Hezbollah militia it coddles. The ongoing Syrian
presence in Lebanon via its proxies contravenes the letter and spirit of
U.N. Resolution 1559--supported by the United States, France, and
Saudi Arabia--which calls both for a Syrian withdrawal and for the
disarmament of private militias, including Hezbollah. Syria's refusal to
comply with the resolution has long irked other Arab states. Saudi
Arabia, like France, has billions invested in Lebanon. Blood ties
between Saudi royals and Beirut families run thick; billionaire Prince Al
Walid bin Talil is half-Lebanese himself. Moreover, undercutting the
Assad regime in any way possible is a cause to which Jordan's royal
family has generally been committed ever since Syrian tanks invaded
Jordan in 1970. (Egypt, the third major country that has spoken out
against Hezbollah, is probably motivated less by animosity toward Syria
than by the need to curry favor with the Bush administration--Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak's stock having fallen somewhat after the baldly
bogus elections he held earlier this year.)

The consensus that brings Arab leaders together against Hezbollah stands
eventually to be undermined by Arab public opinion--a force that will
prove harder for Arab leaders to resist in the coming weeks. But the
Arab anti-Hezbollah camp may also be threatened by a diplomatic
initiative to rein in Hezbollah with Syrian support--the sort of initiative
President Bush may have had in mind when he recently said, "What they
need to do is get Syria to get Hezbollah to stop doing this shit, and it's
over." If Syria is allowed to step in as a broker of Hezbollah quietism,
neither the Saudis nor the Jordanians will be pleased. The crisis won't be
over--but moderate Arab leaders' tacit approval of Israel's actions might
very well be.

JOSEPH BRAUDE is the author of The New Iraq: Rebuilding the Country for
Its People, the Middle East, and the World.
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Once again, another unique, thoughtful, and well-informed article by
Joseph Braude. During this time of war, I hope that Mr. Braude will
have more opportunities to publish his views. More importantly, I hope
that many more people will pay attention to them. Keep up the good...
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